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Billboard Charting Flautist Claudia Hayden Drops Sensational 
New Original Track “WiFi” Featuring Guitar Virtuoso Eric Essix
Claudia Hayden, national recording artist renowned for her Billboard-charting music and 
mesmerizing flute performances, has once again graced the music scene with her latest 
masterpiece. Titled “WiFi,” Claudia’s captivating original tune boasts a beautiful melody 
that effortlessly combines smoothness with a flair. Adding to the allure is the brilliant 
accompaniment of guitar virtuoso Eric Essix, making this release an unforgettable musical 
experience.

The Story Behind “WiFi” A Sonic Journey of Connectivity 
Claudia Hayden, reflecting on the inspiration behind the song, shared, ‘WiFi’ is a reflection 
of the times we live in. We are constantly surrounded by screens and devices, yet there’s 
a longing for deeper connections. This song is a tribute to the enduring power of music to 
bridge those gaps, to remind us of the beauty in our human connections.”

What makes “WiFi” even more special is the heartwarming story behind the collaboration. 
Claudia Hayden shares, “Creating ‘WiFi’ was a journey of reconnection and musical
rediscovery. When I reached out to Eric, Darrell, and Rachel, it was like rekindling a flame 
of friendship that had never dimmed. These are not just incredibly talented musicians but 
also beautiful souls inside and out. Our connection and shared passion for music breathed 
life into this composition.” Eric Essix adds, “Working with Claudia and this talented group 
of musicians was a true pleasure. ‘WiFi’ is a testament to the enduring power of friendship 
and the magic that happens when artists come together to create something beautiful.”

Celebrating Musical Friendship
Darrell Lavigne and Rachel Jordan, longtime friends of Claudia Hayden, have not only 
lent their remarkable talents to “WiFi” but have also brought their shared history and deep 
bonds to the recording. This collaboration is a celebration of the enduring friendships that 
enrich the lives of these musicians and, in turn, enhance the beauty of their music.

“WiFi” Available Now
“WiFi” is now available on SIRIUS XM RADIO/Watercolors and all major music streaming 
platforms! Visit: https://songwhip.com/claudiahayden/wifi

Social Media
Instagram: @iamclaudiahayden
Twitter: @claudiahayden
Facebook: @claudiahaydenmusic
Website: claudiahayden.com
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